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1. Introduction

The use of ergonomics principles in Graphic Design is common sense to academic researchers. Examples in literature lead to demonstrate the relevance of Ergonomics to professional practice of graphic designers (Gomes Filho, 2010) [7]. Considerations on human factors are applied in many fields of graphic design, as editorial design, warning signals project, visual identities, package design, amongst others. At what sense? When the human factors are applied in questions as usability, legibility and readability in an editorial project, or in warning signals, in relation to the attention given to the chromatic aspects, amongst others. On the other hand, it seems to be uncommon the association of the concept ergonomics in the researched bibliography, whether in those directed towards the study of ergonomics, or in those ones dedicated to the study of graphic design. However, despite of its relevance, issues about Ergonomics maybe are not present in Brazilian graphic design literature as it will be demonstrated by this work. In similar way, Brazilian publications on Ergonomics and Design tend to focus on product design. What will be presented as innovation in this research is a brief work to identify examples of application where a clear relationship amongst the Ergonomics and the graphic design.

In Brazilian graphic design books like: Planejamento Visual Gráfico [17], Como Criar Identidades Visuais Para Marcas de Sucesso [18], O livro e o designer II: Como criar e produzir livros [8], Geometria do Design [4], Design de advertência para embalagens [12], Guia de Artes Gráficas: Design e Layout [3], and O guia completo da cor [6], it will be found approaches in terms of reading ability, use of colors, editorial design, graphic design, brand design, harmonic balance in the space, gestalt laws, but no direct references in ergonomic epistemology. The same will happen with typographic books as Tipografia Digital: O impacto das novas tecnologias [5], Elementos do Estilo Tipográfico [2], Tipografia: Uma apresentação [16], amongst others, we’ll find approaches with readability and legibility terms but, no references in ergonomic epistemology. On the other hand, in Brazilian books as Design Ergonomia Emoção, Ergonomia – Conceitos e Aplicações, and...
Ergonomia e Design, there are presented concepts concerning product design, but nothing, or close this, about graphic approach. Even a author as Bonsiepe, who made approaches product design and graphic design, the ergonomics is a term, maybe, so much more close to the product that the graphic [1].

In this context, the aim of this work is to contribute to apply ergonomics principles in graphics design teaching. The methodology used was to identify in the bibliography of graphic design, practices that are related to ergonomics as an epistemological system.

2. Discussion

2.1. The ergonomics and warning signals – case study

The design (graphic or product) and the ergonomics are knowledge that develop together, then, isn’t probably that we have a good project without a ergonomics analysis in some level. As described by Nie-meyer (2009) [16], is very important that the design of product or a graphic system consider that the constituent parts of the product as the language elements to the consumer through the use of shapes, colors, textures and materials. In the same way, Moraes (2002) [14], explains that in the process of communication, the message receiver (consumer) needs to receive it, that requires the following sequence of socio-psychological phenomena: attention, perception, understanding and memorization. So, the elements of informational ergonomics, or at least some these, are into the graphic design methodology.

Let’s see the following question – Comparative analysis of eco-points: Brazil x Barcelona, Spain:

And now, in Figure 2 and in figure 3, the eco-points usually found in Barcelona, Spain:

Figure 1. Eco-point in Rio de Janeiro

Figure 2. Eco-point in Barcelona
Both projects present the following basic features in common:

- Specific colors for each type of wasting
- Each wasting box is meant for specific group of objects for discard.
- Each wasting box presents a redundant signaling system: color, legend and graphic signs.

How to distinguish them?

By means of layout study, the information organization, simplification of graphic signal lines, organization of space and elements. The legends were developed in such way to present clarity in the information layout with pictograms and easily understandable messages as pointed by Moraes (2002) [14]. Instead of having graphic elements with graphic surcharge, we can see isolated elements, easy identifiable, becoming very obvious what must be discarded in each garbage can.

2.2. The ergonomics and the grid’s application in the graphic project

The organization of ideas in grids system is not property of present projects only, but it is something that can be identified in a very clear manner in the analysis of pictorial structure of hieroglyphs and in Greek and Roman tombstones and architectural projects, for example. We can observe this type of application in the paint project Transfiguration, by Raphael who, in 1520, applied a grid\(^1\) based on the aural section proportion as it can be demonstrated in the Figure 4 and in Figure 5. The historians such as Meggs and Purvis, and Ostrower, Doczi, Elam, and among others, describe this kind of application in graphic design along the evolution of the use of the image.

\(^1\) This grid concept in Raphael paintings was discussed in before studies [11].
As pointed by Meggs and Purvis (2009) [10], we find the use of the design principles as the organization of space, use of the gestalt and simplification of the shapes in the most of graphic designs. These design principles are very similar of those found in the ergonomics approaches\(^2\). In the Figure 6 and Figure 7, we can observe how the London underground map was made in 1908, before the grid layout application and after the Henry C. Beck intervention, around 1933.

\[\text{Figure 6. London underground map, 1908 [10]}\]

\[\text{Figure 7. Henry C. Beck London underground map, 1933 [10]}\]

\(^2\) Consider the ergonomic approaches such as: interfacial, informational, cognitive, spatial, architectural, physical, environmental, organizational, urban, instructional among others [9, 13, 15].

In Figure 8 and in Figure 9, Elam (2001) [4], show us other evidences in the applications of grids and of the organization of the space on editorial design.

\[\text{Figure 8. L’Intransigente journal design by Mourion, 1925 [4]}\]

\[\text{Figure 9. The grid application as showed by Elam [4]}\]

2.3. The ergonomics approaches and the project of marks

In the Project of a particular mark, it is essential the attention focused on Ergonomics, by observing cognitive aspects in relation to the target public capacity in learning meanings from the image which is being visualized [18].

As pointed out by Niemeyer (2006) [16] and Moraes (2002) [14], the graphic designer must evaluate the consumer individual capacity in learning the meaning of an image and to consider the cultural factors which will favor the acceptance of the graphic signal or symbol by the collective.
That’s we can find, for example, in the family of symbols of Red Cross. See in the Figure, 10.

Figure 10. Cultural factors in ergonomics approaches

2.4. Rebuilding a brand design

When discussing the brand redesign, the graphic design will make use of features such as reducing the charge of visual elements, choice of the appropriated colors and typography, generation of a visual identity that fits to cultural factors, among others. In Figure 11 is possible to observe results of this process.

Figure 11. The Pepsi and Ipiranga brand redesign [18]

2.5. The ergonomics and the editorial and typographic project

In editorial projects, a very used resource is to define grids. The ergonomics in editorial project brings as two benefits [16, 19]:

- it is a comfort to somebody who reads it;
- it has the ability to drive the consumer’s reading.

To provide this, the editorial design and typographic design will consider the legibility, the readability, the power of text relevance and the dynamic of layout as human factors in quality criteria.

Other feature in the editorial design is the grid application, considering the hot spots [17] and to guide the reader attention. See this in the Figure 12.

Figure 12. The grid with hot spots [16]

In the typographic design, to improve the legibility, the readability, the use of features as the tracking (or letter-spacing) and the kerning is usual, but the use of the serif typeface is also normally applied.

3. Results

The results find in this paper cover an extensive area of practices and theory on graphic design. Here there are presented four cases as examples:

- ergonomics applied in warning design, a case study;
ergonomics and the grid application in the graphic project;
- ergonomics and corporate identity project (brand design);
- ergonomics and editorial and typographic project.

The organization of ideas in a grid system is not only property of projects in current days, but it is something that can be identified in very clear way by the analysis of pictorial structure both in the write, books, paints, commercial pieces, as posters and cards, and so much more. It is clear, also in architectural, sculpture or in neolithic temples, for example. As showed, we can see this type of application in the painting Transfiguration, by Raphael who, in 1520, as it can be demonstrated in Figure 4. The goal was get the consumer attention, offering comfort and pleasure in the use these pieces of graphic design.

In corporate identity project, cognitive aspects in terms of public ability to get the message, the meaning of the image visualized, are similar as in ergonomics recommendations for warnings perception (Figure 2). As pointed out by Niemeyer (2006) [16] and Moraes (2002) [14], the graphic designer must evaluate the consumer individual ability and consider the cultural factors which will favor the acceptance of a graphic signal or symbol by the people you intend to achieve.

In editorial projects, a very used resource is to define grids. The ergonomics in editorial project brings benefits as the comfort of reading and the capacity of driving the consumer’s reading.

4. Conclusion

The effectiveness of ergonomics recommendations to communication problems depends mainly on designers ability to create solutions that fit characteristics and requirements of users. The lack between ergonomics research and graphic design teaching needs to be reduced. To elaborate an appropriate literature basic that relate the Ergonomics and the Graphic design is a relevant issue to training of designers and this work demonstrates that it is an opened challenge yet.
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